Researchers looking for a little extra money to explore an idea may soon have a new funding 'agency' to ask for help: the masses. A Florida researcher has launched a project designed both to solicit public donations for individual research programmes and to inspire public interest in science and engineering.
Pretty fly for a sci guy
Fries hopes that SciFlies will be a way for scientists around the world to secure funding in the US$5,000-10,000 range. Such funding can be enough, for instance, to hire a graduate student to run initial experiments that might determine if an idea is worthy of a grant proposal.
Fries says the name SciFlies has a triple meaning. It's a homage to the ubiquitous fruitfly research model, a shorthand description of the goal to create a 'swarm' of science supporters , and a reference to 'fly' , a slang term for cool .
The site will profile research projects and the scientists themselves, including their overall research vision, past accomplishments, interests and even what they are currently reading . The hope is to inspire genuine and long-term interest in researchers, who will be required to post regular updates on their work, and science in general.
For now, the team plans to profile every scientist who signs on. Anyone who doesn't bring in donations or keep their profile updated is likely to be culled from the list .
Oscar Schofield, an oceanographer at Rutgers University in New Brunswick, New Jersey, will be one of the first scientists to be profiled . By using tools such as robotic gliders, his group gathers data, including ocean temperature and salinity, that are used regularly by the public . But in the past he has had to turn down offers by users to donate to his programme because of the difficulty of processing small donations. "What's brilliant about SciFlies is not only its ability to reach people, but how it will provide a mechanism where those little contributions build up and then get delivered at some later point," he says.
SciFlies will distribute cheques to researchers after their donations reach $5,000 . Anyone who doesn't make that amount will not get any money, and donors will be asked to redesignate their money .
Rush Holt (Democrat, New Jersey), a physicist and member of the US House of Representatives, sees the SciFlies concept as akin to public funding of the arts, and a potential way to boost research in line with increases proposed by the administration of US President Barack Obama. "It's an innovative approach that I think we should be encouraging," says Holt.
An initial SciFlies website, aimed at getting researchers to sign on for profiling, launched on 15 May . The full site, ready for donations, will be launched in July . 
H1N1 update
Yet for most researchers, the increased spending was welcome. For the CSIRO, Australia's national science agency, the budget offered an increase in direct funding of Aus$43 million, or 6.3%, in the next financial year. The agency will also gain Aus$120 million to deliver a new marine-research vessel by 2012, and Aus$30 million to expand its Living Atlas of Australia, an integrated system for managing the country's biodiversity data.
CSIRO chief executive Megan Clark says that, among other things, the budget increases will boost research into agricultural productivity.
In astronomy, the budget promises Aus$80 million to support Australia's bid to host the Square Kilometre Array, a Aus$3-billion radiotelescope project for which it is competing with South Africa. It also includes Aus$20.9 million to help Australia take sole responsibility for the Anglo-Australian Observatory when the United Kingdom withdraws its involvement next year, and Aus$40 million for an Australian space-research programme.
The private sector also gained from the budget, with biotechnology firms winning an item that was top of their wish list: reforms to taxation of R&D. Michelle Gallaher, chief executive of the biotech industry group BioMelbourne Network, says that many in the sector would see the benefits of the announced tax credits, worth an estimated Aus$1.4 billion per year. "The budget certainly was better than our expectations, " she says.
In medical research, cancer specialists were particularly pleased by news that the government may spend Aus$560 million to build a network of regional cancer centres. Patients treated in those centres would be well situated to participate in clinical trials, says Ian Olver, chief executive of the Cancer Council Australia.
Despite the positive mood, some researchers, such as Robert Graham, president of the Association of Australian Medical Research Institutes, are already warning that big gains may not be sustainable in future years.
"Now that we're finally in the running in the biomedical science and biotechnology industry, " he says, "we look to the Rudd government to ensure that in the future we are not relegated back to a high chair. " 
